Case Study: Using Reading Room
Technology To Increase Usage
Dazed Media generated two unique links to Dazed's
Spring/Summer 2020 issue and Another Man's
Summer/Autumn 2020 issue and distributed them for
free, a week before the print publication dates, in the
midst of the coronavirus pandemic.
"Making this issue of Dazed free and available to
everybody to download, wherever they are in the
world, is a gift to all of our readers who are facing a
whole new kind of present in the wake of this crisis."
Isabella Burley, Editor-In-Chief of Dazed

The campaign resulted in an enormous increase in
usage compared in previous issues.
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Execution - Distributing Links
The publisher asked individuals to get get in touch via email if they wanted to receive the
link, compiling a database of contacts for future marketing in the process.
The links were then sent out on 6th April (Dazed) and 9th April (Another Man).
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Execution - Press Engagement
Several press outlets covered the offer, including the two fashion news sites Business of Fashion
and WWD.
Business Of Fashion

WWD
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Results - Increased Usage
There was enormously increased usage of the digital issues after the links were sent out, in
comparison to the two previous issues of each title.
Increase in page views over two-week period compared to previous issue:
Dazed: 17340%

Winter 2019

Spring 2020

Another Man: 6171%

Spring/Summer
2020

Number of Views in First Two Weeks

Spring/Summer
2019

Autumn/Winter
2019

Summer/Autumn
2020

Number of Views in First Two Weeks
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Conclusions
Exact Editions Reading Rooms technology aided
Dazed Media in:

- Collecting a robust database of contacts for
future marketing
- Increasing usage of individual new issues
The result was positively impacted by:
- Press engagement
- 'Sneak-peek' style distribution before official
launch date

Please get in touch at publisher@exacteditions.com if you would like any advice
on using Reading Rooms technology.
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